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Abstract. Tool support is an important factor for efficient development
of parallel programs. Due to different goals, target systems, and levels
of abstraction, many specialized tools and environments have been de-
veloped. A contrary approach in the area of parallel program analysis is
offered by DeWiz, which focuses on unified analysis functionality based
on the event graph model. The desired analysis tasks are formulated as
a set of graph filtering and transformation operations, which are imple-
mented as independent analysis modules. The concrete analysis strategy
is composed by placing these modules on arbitrary networked machines,
arranging and interconnecting them. The resulting DeWiz system pro-
cesses the data stream to extract useful information for program analysis.

1 Introduction

Program analysis includes all activities related to observing a program’s behavior
during execution, and extracting information and insight for corrective actions.
Corresponding functionality is offered by dedicated software tools, which support
the user during the diverse activities of program analysis. The complexity of
these tasks is affected by a series of factors, which often represent substantial
problems for software tool developers.

A serious challenge is introduced by the characteristics of parallel and dis-
tributed programs, where the program’s behavior is constituted by multiple con-
currently executing and communicating processes. Different means of process
interaction, e.g. shared memory or message passing, and substantially distinct
hardware architectures call for dedicated solutions. Different goals regarding to
the intended improvements, e.g. performance tuning or correctness debugging,
and different levels of abstraction, from source code to machine level, require
dedicated functionality. Additional difficulties are given by the typical scale of
such programs, e.g. execution times of days, months, or even longer, and the
possibly large number of participating processes.

In contrast to many existing and specialized tools, e.g. AIMS [16], Paje [3],
Paradyn [11], Paragraph [4], PROVE [5], and VAMPIR [2], the approach of
DeWiz tries to offer a unified solution for parallel program analysis. The idea of
DeWiz stems from the fact that, despite the many differences, most tools rely
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of graph-based analysis methods or utilize space-time diagrams for visualization
of program behavior. Consequently, a unified directed graph may be used to
capture different program properties and to represent the basis for subsequent
analysis activities.

This paper describes the software architecture of DeWiz and discusses its
benefits for parallel program analysis. Section 2 provides an overview of related
work and the basics of the universal event graph model. Section 3 presents the
tool architecture of DeWiz and the concrete activities of constructing a DeWiz
system for a particular analysis task. Some examples of DeWiz are presented
in Section 4, before conclusions and an outlook on future work summarize the
paper.

2 The Universal Event Graph Model

The approach of DeWiz stems from our work on the Monitoring And Debug-
ging environment MAD [6]. MAD is a collection of software tools for debugging
message-passing programs based on the MPI standard [13]. At the core of MAD
are the monitoring tool NOPE and the visualization tool ATEMPT [7].

Similar to MAD, the basic representation utilized during all analysis activities
of DeWiz is the abstract event graph, which can be defined as follows [7]:

Definition 1: Event graph [7]
An event graph is a directed graph G = (E, →), where E is the non-empty
set of events e of G, while → is a relation connecting events, such that x → y
means that there is an edge from event x to event y in G with the ”tail” at
event x and the ”head” at event y.

The events e ∈ E of an event graph are the events ei
p observed during program

execution, with i denoting the sequential order of the events relative to object p
that is responsible for the event. The vertices of such a graph represent a subset
of the state data at a concrete point of time during the program’s execution,
while the edges represent the transition from one state to another.

Table 1. Event graph data corresponding to target system and event type

Target system Event Event Data
parallel/distributed
message-passing program

send/receive source, destination, message
type, parameters, . . .

multi-threaded
shared memory

read/write memory memory address, size, con-
tents, . . .

database/transaction db sum table, location, access time,
. . .

file I/O, disk access write filename, device, buffer size,
. . .

web server get client-IP, URL, . . .
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Using the event graph for program analysis activities requires to map events
onto actual operations of the target program. The universal properties of the
event graph allow its application for different kinds of programs and different
levels of granularity and abstraction. Some examples are given in Table 1 (com-
pare with [9]).

The relation connecting the events of an event graph is the happened-before
relation, which is the transitive, irreflexive closure of the union of the relations
S→ and C→ as follows:
Definition 2: Happened-before relation [10]

The happened-before relation → is defined as →= ( S→ ∪ C→)+, where S→ is
the sequential order of events relative to a particular responsible object, while
C→ is the concurrent order relation connecting events on arbitrary responsible
objects.

The sequential order ei
p

S→ ei+1
p defines, that the ith event ei

p on any (se-
quential) object p occurred before the i + 1th event ei+1

p on the same object.

The concurrent order ei
p

C→ ej
q defines, that the ith event ei

p on any object p oc-
curred directly before the jth event ej

q on any object q, if ei
p and ej

q are somehow
connected by their operation.

With the event graph, ei
p → ej

q means, that ei
p preceded ej

q (and ej
q occurred

after ei
p). For program analysis, a very important view is that ei

p → ej
q describes

the possibility for event ei
p to causally affect event ej

q, or in other words, event ej
q

may be causally affected by event ei
p, if the state of object q at event ej

q depends
on the operation carried out at event ei

p. Consequently, a program’s behavior
can be described by its set of program state transitions in the event graph, and
this representation can be used for program analysis activities.

3 DeWiz – Tool Architecture

The event graph model as defined above is the basic fundament of DeWiz. The
tool itself consists of three main components, the modules, the protocol, and a
framework.

The DeWiz Modules represent the work units of DeWiz. Each module pro-
cesses the event graph stream in one way or another. Depending on the particu-
lar task of a module, we distinguish between event graph generation, automatic
analysis, and data access modules

Event graph generation modules are used at the head of the analysis pipeline
to generate the event graph stream for a given program execution. The data is
produced either on-line while the monitoring tool is running, or post-mortem by
reading corresponding tracefiles. The automatic analysis modules perform the
actual operations on the event graph to detect the interesting information, while
data access modules are used at the tail of the pipeline to display the results
to the user. In most cases, some kind of visualization tool will be used, which
draws the resulting event graph as a space-time diagram.
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The DeWiz Protocol is utilized between modules in order to transport the
event graph stream. The protocol defines the particular communication interface
(at present, only TCP/IP is supported), and the structure of the transported
data.

The DeWiz Framework offers the required functionality to implement DeWiz
modules for a particular programming language. At present, the complete func-
tionality of DeWiz is supported in Java, while smaller fragments of the analysis
pipeline are already available in C. The framework also hides the DeWiz protocol
in order to ease the development of DeWiz modules.

Each module of the framework must implement the following functionality:
(1) Open event graph stream interface; (2) Filter relevant events for processing;
(3) Process event graph stream as desired; (4) Close event graph stream interface.

The functions to open and close interfaces are used to establish and destroy
interconnections between modules. The interfaces transparently implement the
DeWiz protocol, while filtering and processing of events is performed within
the main loop of each protocol. With the DeWiz framework, new modules can
be implemented by programming the filtering rules and the intended process-
ing functionality. The remaining functionality of the modules is automatically
provided by the framework.

If the modules for a concrete analysis task are available, the user may start
to construct a corresponding DeWiz System. The modules are placed and initial-
ized on arbitrary networked computing nodes. A dedicated module, the DeWiz
Sentinel is used to control a particular DeWiz system and to coordinate inter-
connection between modules. Upon initialization, each module connects to the
Sentinel and offers its services. With a controller interface, the registered mod-
ules may be arbitrarily interconnected by identifying corresponding input and
output interfaces.

An example of the DeWiz controller interface is shown in Figure 1. The
smaller window in front shows the module table, including all registered mod-
ules (by id and name), their available interfaces and status, the implemented
features (send, receive, or none), and the id’s of corresponding consumer or pro-
ducer modules. The larger background window of Figure 1 provides the same
information in form of a module diagram.

4 Example Event Graph Analysis Activities

For using DeWiz within a particular programming environment, dedicated event
graph generation modules have been implemented. A first module represents a
post-mortem trace reader for our monitoring tool NOPE [8]. Additionally, an
on-line interface for the OMIS Compliant Monitor OCM [14] has been imple-
mented recently. This allows to analyze arbitrary event graph streams on the fly
as they are generated by the OCM tool. To test DeWiz for shared-memory pro-
grams, event graph generation functionality has been included in the OpenMP
Pragma and Region Instrumentor OPARI [12]. With this module, DeWiz can
also be applied to analyze set and unset operations in shared memory programs
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Fig. 1. DeWiz controller showing tool architecture during runtime.

using OpenMP, thus emphasizing the universal applicability of the event graph
approach.

In terms of data access modules, DeWiz provides an interface to the analysis
tool ATEMPT, a Java applet to display the event graph stream in arbitrary web
browsers, and a SMS notifier for critical failures during program execution.

The analysis functionality already implemented in DeWiz is described with
the following two examples: Extraction of communication failures and pattern
matching and loop detection.

Communication failures can be detected by pairwise analyzing of commu-
nication partners. A set of analysis activities for message passing programs is
described in [7]. An example is the detection of different message length at send
and receive operations. Other examples include isolated send or receive opera-
tions, where the communication partner is absent.

A more complex analysis activity compared to the extraction of communi-
cation failures is pattern matching and loop detection. The goal of the corre-
sponding DeWiz modules is to identify repeated process interaction patterns in
the event graph.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The DeWiz tool architecture described in this paper offers a universal approach
to parallel program analysis. While some analysis tasks are limited to fixed
targets, many of them are useful in a broader context. With DeWiz it is possible
to reuse a large set of analysis modules for different activities.

Another benefit due to the modular architecture, is scalability. Since DeWiz
modules can be placed on arbitrary networked resources, even large amounts of
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analysis data can be processed, assuming that the computing power is somewhere
available. In this context, DeWiz is also a good candidate for grid computing:
On the one hand, large-scale grid applications can be analyzed, on the other
hand, DeWiz may utilize grids to perform the analysis activities.

The future work in this project is focused on how to formulate event-based
analysis techniques within DeWiz modules. At present, the user can rely on a
well-defined set of formal graph-based methods, which must be transformed into
a set of Java classes. For the future we plan to include some kind of formal
language interpreter for this task. Related work in this area, e.g. the Event
Analysis and Recognition Language (EARL) [15], or the Event Based Behavioral
Abstraction technique EBBA [1], have already hinted at the feasibility of this
approach.
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